A circular sequence of postttve integers of length n IS a sequence of n terms m which the first and last are constdered consecutive. For x~n a positive integer, such a sequence IS x-avordmg tf no set of consecutive terms sums to x We show that an x-avoiding cucular sequence of length n satisfies al + a2 f -+ a,, r2n. and give a simple necessary and sufficient condmon for equahty Muumtzmg sequences are exhibited when the mmtmum sum is known
Introduction
The finite sequence 1,2,3,3,2,3 has no set of consecutive terms which sums to 4. This is a 4-avoiding sequence of length 6. However if the terms of this sequence are considered as a circular arrangement, then 3 and 1 are consecutive and do sum to 4. The circwlar sequence is not $-avoiding. Given positive integers x and n with XC n one can obviously construct an x-avoiding sequence aI, . . . , a, of positive integers by choosing the a, sufficiently large. We consider how small the sum a1 + a2 + -.* + a, can be.
A natural motivation for this problem is an experiment which the reader can perform. Suppose there are n integer weights which have total weight w<2n; e.g., 3,2,1, I,2 1 3 1 3 (n = 9, w= 17). Arrange the weights arbitrarily in a circle and , , 9 9 choose any integer x between 1 and w. Observe that there is at least one "arc" of weights summing precisely to x.
Upon discovering [l] , in which the noncircular case is treated from a different viewpoint, we concentrated on the circular case. We show that an x-avoiding circular sequence of length n satisfies a1 + a2+ =.-+ a,= 2~2, and we give a remarkably simple necessary and sufficient condition for equality. Minimizing sequences are exhibited when the minimum sum is known.
Main results
Definition. Let x and n be positive integers with XI n. The sequence al,. . . , a,, of positive integers is an x-avoiding sequence of length n if a, +a,+1 +*-.+a, #x for all i,J, lsirjsn. To obtain the inequality we used part (1) and ++k> 1, k = 1, . . . , r. Equality in (2) 1s attained by the sequence 1 ,..., 1,x+1, l,..., 1,x+1, . . . . l,..., 1,x+1, I,..., 1 VV W formed from q blocks 1, . . . , 1,x+ 1 of length x, and ending with r ones. @ Henceforth for positive integers x and n with XI n let a(n, x) denote the minimum possible sum of an x-avoiding circular sequence of length n; i.e., a(n,x) = min(ai + -.. +a,: al, . . ..a. is an x-avoiding circular sequence of length n}.
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Since an x-avoiding circular sequence is an x-avoiding sequence, Theorem 1 implies that o(n, n) z2n and that a(n,x) 2 2n -r where r is the remainder when n is divided by x. The next theorem, our main result, gives much more information about o(n, x). The first equality is obtained by our convention a,, +k = a,, , k = 1,2,. . . , noting that each a,, 1 I ir n, appears in exactly x of the sJ's. Hence the inequality is equality and sk=2x, k= 1, . . . . n. Now, 0=s2-sI=aX+l-al implies aX+l =a]. Also, 0=sX+2-sX+I =azX+,-a,+, implies azx+ 1 = ax+, . Continuing, i.e., x=+m(a, + -" +ad). Since al, . . . . a,, is x-avoiding, m must be odd and the proof is complete. Cl
Remark. In the proof of Theorem 2 it was shown that an x-avoiding circular sequence of length n summing to 2n must be composed of a block al, . . . ,ad (summing to 2d) repeated n/d times. One such block is 1, . . . , 1, d+ 1.
Some consequences of Theorem 2 are exhibited in the following:
Corollary. Let x, n be positive integers wtth xc n.
(1) If x IS odd, then a(n,x) = 2n. The circular sequence 2,2, . . . ,2 of length n IS x-avoidmg and sums to 2n. If n = 1 (mod 6), then a@, 6) r 2n + 1 by (3) of the CoroEary. The circular sequence 31 , , . . . ,3,1,4 of length n avoids 6 and sums to 2n + 2, thus a(n, 6) I 2n + 2. Now assume there is a 6-avoiding circular sequence al, . . . , a, summing to 2n + 1. If a, is a largest term, let bl, . . . , b" be the " rotation" a,+ l, . . . , a,, al, . . . , a,. If a, = b,z4 , then the noncircular sequence bl, . . . , b,_ I is 6-avoiding, has length n -1 and sums to < 2(n-1). This is impossible by (2) of Theorem 1. Hence aJ = b,=3. Writing n = 6k + 1, the circular sequence bl, . . . , b, must consist of k blocks of l's, 2's, 3's of length 6, each block adding to 12, with a 3 appended at the end of the sequence. A consideration of cases, omitted here, shows that no such circular sequence can avoid 6. This contradiction establishes o(n, 6) = 2n + 2 and completes the proof of the theorem. 0
Examples
(1) The first example in the Introduction has x= 4, n = 6. By Theorem 3, a(6,4) = 2n + 1 = 13. The circular sequence 3,2,1,2,3,2 is 4-avoiding and sums to 13.
(2) To construct a minimum-sum l&avoiding circular sequence of length 24, note We can locate a subset summing to n by writing the 16 integers randomly in a circle. If 1 s n I 16, Theorem 2 guarantees the existence of an "arc" of consecutive terms which sums to n. If 17 dn I 29 then 1 I 30 -n I 13 and there is an arc of terms summing to 30 -n. The complementary arc sums to n.
Note that if the integers in this last problem sum to 31 the conclusion is still true for n=1,...,30.
Fmally, our example of the weights in the Introduction can be explained similarly.
Concluding remark.
We have assumed xsn. If x>n the noncircular sequence 1 , . . . , 1 consisting of n ones has minimum sum n and avoids x. For the circular case, Theorem 2 continues to hold for x> n, with the definition of an x-avoiding circular sequence modified in an obvious way. We omit the details of the proof.
